Role of C-reactive protein when prescribing a statin.
The clinical value of measuring C-reactive protein (CRP) to guide statin therapy is uncertain. It has no value in patients at high risk who would be treated regardless of CRP (eg, patients with coronary disease or of equivalent risk), in patients at low risk who do not warrant treatment, and those with other acute or chronic inflammatory conditions that amplify CRP. Drawbacks to the widespread clinical use of CRP include its small impact on risk prediction beyond other risk factors, and evidence from JUPITER and other trials that baseline CRP is unable to identify patients who obtain greater absolute benefits from statin therapy. Furthermore, the within-person variability of CRP is about the same as the reduction in CRP from intensive statin therapy, and this leads to many patients registering an increase in CRP with treatment. For these reasons, CRP has no clear role in determining who should receive statin therapy or for monitoring the success of treatment.